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21,000 See Big Blues
Humble FAMU Rattlers
By EARL S. CLANTON III
NASHVILLE — The largest
crowd in the school's history,
21,000, jammed W. J. Hale
Stadium last Saturday night
to witness Tennessee State
humble Florida A&M Univer-
sity 33-20.
Standing three deep in every
possible niche in But two-
year-old revamped 16,000 seat
stadium, a festive, partisan
crowd roared approvingly as
"Jefferson Street" Joe Gilliam
staged a flamboyant offensive
show and .I.re "Turkey" Jones
paced a demolishing defensive
display.
The John A. Merritt-coached
Big Blue hetet a slim 10-7 half-
time margin set up by key
definsive moves. Don Pinson' to 11 over two-seasons. Playing
intercepted Rattier Steve spoilers, Merritt's juggernauts
Scruggs' first pass on Florida's handed the Jake Gaither-
18. Three plays later, Gilliam
hit Jake Mayes with an 11-yard
aeriallbomb. Alfred Reese, Mer-
ritt's freshman kicking special-
ist, toed the first of four extra
point boots of the evening.
Defensive end Bob Stever-
son covered a Humbert Ginn
fumble on the 14. With one
second left in the half, Reese
kicked his first collegiate, a
31-yard field goal, breaking a ize an oppouent."
7-7 deadlock as a result of
Ginn's 61-yard scoring pass
from Scruggs only 54 seconds
earlier.
Opening the second half,
dandy. Joe sapped his Big
Blue team's 88 yards on the
ground in 16 plays by scoring
on a two-yard keeper after
using up 7:45 of the third peri-
od clock which opened a flood-
gate of scoring.
"Our game-plan was to con-
trol the football and use up
the clock." Merritt analyzed.
"I sold our kids during the
halftime break that we were in
better condition than Florida.
When we put that long drive
together, I knew we had them
and our conditioning was pay-
ing off."
The Big Blue now 4-0-1 kept
their season without a defeat
and extended the win string
coached Rattlers their first de-
feat in five starts this year.
"We are on the road for Our
next three games," Merritt,
moaned, with Southern next
week, Morris Brown and Bish-
op. the road is going to be
tough."
Merritt had high praise for
his defensive captain Jones.




Mrs. Lillian G. Jones
To Be Buried Sunday
Funeral services for Mrs.
Lillian Jones, active as a lead-
er of young people in the
Seventh Day Adventist Church
for more than a decade here,
will be held this Sunday morn-
ing at 11 a.m. at the Longview
Heights Seventh Day Adventist
s,
MI& ULLIAN G JONES
Church at 15.5 E. Mallory av
Delivering the eulogy will —
be the pastor, Elder J. M. Dog. 
'SOUTH'S COALITION OF FUTURE'gette.
the march started at 4:00 p.m. rather than
12:00 P.M. and caused a traffic jam of
the dimension seldom seen in Memphis. To
fortiter compile-ate the situation the group
marched around City Hall.
Daily the supporters of the Black Coalition,
March down Main Street to (it) Hai).
sometimes to listen to speecluns, or just
1)1W Or to pay a visit to lite City Council.
1 One of the latest tactics in marching took
e.l- place last Monday. (Black Monday , when
Mrs. Jone; died at Baptist,
Memorial Hospital last Satur-
day after an illness of about
three weeks.
A native ot Greenwood. Miss.
Mrs. Jones was the former
Lillian Gray. She attended Oak-
wood College at Huntsville,
Ala., god Mississippi Valley Col-
lege at Itta Bena, and has,
taught school in Mississippi be.
fore moving to Memphis.
Since moving to the city, she I
had operated aursery schools.
Mrs. Jones was a student at
Memphis State University un-
til illness forced her to with-
draw about a month ago.
The wife of Claude H. Jones.
Sr., an employee of Memphis
State University, she was the
mother of Miss Gale Denise
Jones and Claude Jones, Jr.
She is also survived by two
sisters and four brothers.
Following the service in
Memphis, the body will be car-
ried to Greenwood, Miss., for
a second service and burial.
S. W. Qualls and Company
is in charge of arrangements.
Ahmed Evans Turned
Down Third Time By
His Sentencing Judge
CLEVELAND — In their
third appeal before trial judge
George J. McGonagle in Com-
mon Pleas Court here, at-
torneys for convicted black na-
tionalist riot salyer, Fred
"Ahmed" Evans, were turned
down again last week in the
case involving the slayings of
three policemen and one black
civilian for which Evans has
been sentenced to die in the
electric chair.
Theoretically, it is presumed,'
however, that Evans, represent-
ed by two black attorneys,
Charles W. Fleming and Stan-
ley E. Tolliver, will have many
more appeal motions made
in his behalf over a period of
several years as such pleas
climb the ladder of the various
appeals courts, perhaps to the
U. S. Supreme Court and back
down
The original date for
Ahmed's e x e cution during
October has been indefinately
stponed be the court on thepo
basis of the many expected
appeals.
Attorneys for the sometime
astrologer, Evans, who ran
an Afro-American bookshop
funded in part by the "Cleye-
land NOW" program and who
once was sergeant of U. S.
Army paratroppers, contended
at the latest appeal hearing
that they 'mid new evidence
that the testimony of one pro-
secution witness was improper
and could have resulted in a
prejudicial verdict.
The hearing lasted for more
than two hours. Evans, at the
trial at which he was con-
victed in May, has denied slay-
ing the policemen, contending
he was dra.vn into the shoot-
out with police after the rioting
was erupted by others in a
manner over which he had no
control.
One of the original riot say-
ing co-defendants, also charged
with the slayings, has been
committed to an insane asy-
lum.
Atlanta Blacks, Liberals,
Poor Elect Jew, Negro
it did not include Negroes on
the municipal elections ticket
this time, that when blacks be-
came a majority of Atlanta's
electorate oy next municipal
election blacks might usurp
all offices.
The Democratic machine
week. tJ L• •
The margin of victory came
from a 10-to-1 surge of black
votes crom the city's pre-
dominantly Negro Third Ward
Credit for the victory was
being attributed to the nett
Vice Mayor and black political
leader, Maynard Jackson, who
doubled the victory of hfae.lts,
white liberals and the poor,
"the coalition of the future in
the South and the nation."
Also a foremost figure in
the new coalition was Dr.
,Martin Luther King's widow,
Mrs. Coretta King, and her
"Poor Peoples Campaign,"
'which has embraced the needs
of the white poor as well as
black
ATLANTA, Ga. — A revo-
lutionary new type of c)alition
for the South, made up of sup-
port from the city's 48 percent
black population plus the liber-
al white vote and poor whites
who fortherly toted conserva-
tive, swept a Jew, Sam Mas-
sell, into office as Mayor, and
a Negro, Maynard Jackson, as
Vice Mayor by a more than
12,000 vote plurality here last
•
The shadow of last week's
victory of. the coalition was
cast as early as last year's
primary elections for U. S.
Senator, when Maynard Jack-
son, grandson of the late na-
tionally-known black fraternal
leader, John Wesley Dobbs on
his maternal side, and an,
equally well known list of black
educators on the maternal side,
garnered oniefhird of all the
votes cast in the state of Geor-
gia.
That was in a U. S Senatori-
al primary election in which
Jackson vied for the state's
Democratic nomination against
.,eteran white racist Senator
Herman Talmadge and gained
support from both white
liberals and the white poor, in
addition to blacks.
When this year's primary
was being planned, after last
year's general election, black
spokesraan for Maynard Jack-
son publicly told Atlanta's
Democratic machine that if
bowed to the new coalition's
edict, and Jackson was slated
for vice Mayor, winning a ma-
jority easily in the October
primary, without having to
stand for election in last week's
-run-off' or general election.
Call' For
Aid To Poor
NEW YORK — The National
Urban League has called for
immediate Aciministration and
Congressional action on wage
supplements fm the nation's
"working poor."
Citing a provision in t h e
President's welfare reform
plans for dollar aid to those
who work but remain poor,
Whitney M. Young, Jr., Execu-
the Director of the Urban
League, aoted that more than
30 percent of all poor families
are headed by full-time workers
I and that 60 percent are headed
, by full or part-time workers.
'These poor are among the more
than 20 million of the country's
25 million poor who do not re-
ceive publie assistance.
The White House has yet to
submit a n y comprehensive
welfare reform measures to
implement M . Nixon's mes-
sage, Young said, adding that
"in effect, t he working poor
are subsidizing the rest of us
by working for less than a liv-
ing wage. Economic security
for all Americans is the re-
sponsibility of affluence."
wage supplements held by
welfare departments are going
unclaimed by the working
poor, either because they do
not know of them or do not
I know how to get them on
,their own. One reason is that
these payments are not called
wage supplements, but public
assistance, and they are not
distributed by the- Labor De-
partments, hot by the Welfare
Departments.
Wage supploment programs




Connecticut, anti in the cities
of Chicago and Minneapolis.
The Urban League present-
ly is conducting a wage sup-
plement campaign to inform
those eligible of existing sup-
plements, to help them obtain
these benefits, and to organize
low-income workers who can
bring political pressure for
more equitable nation-wide
supplements
Today, millions of dollars in,
Wage supplements can in-
crease the aonual income of a.
low - paid worker depending
on his family size.
For example, in Ohio a typic-
al low-paid worker with a wife
and four children could gross
about $5800 i$4.100 in earnings
plus a supplement of $1,700).
This wage supplement of $1,700
is not subject to federal, state,
or local taxes. To achieve the
same usable income through
wages, a worker with four chil-
dren and earning $1.50 per
hour would have to have his
pay raised to $2.40 per hour.
Complete medical coverage,
perhaps as important as the





FORREST CITY, Ark. —
(UPI) — An all-white jury
Tuesday convicted black mili-
tant Lance "Sweet Willie
Wine" Watson of being a "dis-
orderly person" the night he
was beaten by a white mob at
Forrest City
Watson, who was scheduled
to apear in another court case
at Memphis, Tenn, was not in
the courtroom to hear the
verdict. He was attacked by a
crowd of angry whites Aug. 26
during racial turmoil in For-
rest City this summer. He had
previously led a march to the
state capital in Little Rock to
protest what he said was poor
treatment received by Negroes
in Arkansas
The beating left Watson with
facial lacerations and a brokenl
elbow on his polio-withered'
left arm. He was hospitalized!
for two days.
Philip E. Kaplan of Little
Rock, Watson's attorney, said
he would appeal the convic-
tion to the Arkansas Supreme
Court.
I In closing arguments, Kaplan
urged the all-male jury to rid
I itself of bigotry and prove a
man was entitled to protection
of the law in St. Francis Coun-
ty. He said he heard a lot
.about order but -nothing about'
law" during the two-day trial.
"A man is entitled to pro-
tection of the law—this is not
Russia," Kaplan said.
Witnesses had testified Nat.
son had shoved some whites
and cursed them before they
attacked him.
The jury deliberated 30 minu-
tes before returning the ver-
dict.
In another courtroom in
Forrest City, two teen-age Ne-
groes went on trial on charges
of raping a 15-year-old white
girl.
Maurice Sanford, 17, of De-
troit, and Jim Johnson. 19, of
Forrest City, were charged
with raping i.he girl Aug. 23,
the Friday night of one of hhe
most racially tense weekends
iin Arkansas this summer.
Man's Arms And Fingers Broken
After Fireman Calls Policemen
James B. Pelcher of 1710
Walker st. was supposed to
have appeared in City Court on
Oct. 11 on a number of charges,
but before his case could come
on the docket, he collapsed
and had to be carried to the
hospital white suffering con-
vulsions.
Mr. Pelcher is one of the
latest persons to file a police
brutality case with the Mem-
phis branch of the NAACP. The
incident occurred on Oct. 11,
and the trial date has now been
moved to Nov 15.
On Oct. 10, Mr. Pelcher said
that he and a friend, Asther
Pittman, were stopping by the
House of I'ayne, a lounge at
the corner of College and Mc-
Lemore, when they noticed
that the owner, Willie Payne,
was having trouble extinguish-
ing a fire in the kitchen.
He said that he and Mr. Pitt-
man went to Mr. Payne's and
and attempted to keep the fire
under control until firemen
arrived.
After firemen arrived, he
said that one of them shoved a
girl and pushed him, and he
complained that was no way
to treat them. The fireman
went outside, and he and Mr.
Pittman were later leaving the
scene, he said, when four
policemen in two squad cars
drove up, leaped from the
vehicle and told them not to
move.
One of the officers, Mr.
Pelcher said, pinned his arms
down, and the officers picked
, him up and carried him to the
1 squad car. He said that he told
the officers that they did not
JAMES B. PELCHER
need to use force an him, and
inquired as to why he was be-
ing arrested, and one replied,
"Shut up, nigger."
He said that two officers
struck him on the head, and
that Mr. Payne tried to tell
them that he had done nothing
ibut try to help put out the fire.
Mr. Payne said one of the
officers listened to him, but
the other officers struck him
on the left arm and broke it.
. Mr. Pelcher said that he was
Itossed into the back of the
squad car, and the two officers
See Page 2
Stone Soul Fair Will Benefit
Monumental's Day Care Center
THE STONE SOUL FAIR,
'largest gala carnival ever held ,
in the community is scheduled!
for November 7, 1969, 5:30 p.m.
to 11:30 p.m. at the Soul Center,
S. Parkwa) at Michigan.
• No admission will be charged
for this exciting event which
will offer many carnival games
with prizes it,r everyone, an
expensive soul dinner, fortune
teller, cake and pie sale, danc-
ing for the young people later
in the evening, great bargains'
at a "Trash a n d Treasures"
booth, with many valuable
prizes raffled off every thirty
minutes during the evening
The STONE SOUL FAIR is
being held to benefit the Monu-
mental Baptist Church Day
Care Center, 704 S. Parkway.
This moaey will help the Day
Care Center offer pre-school'
training to underprivileged chil-
dren.
Mrs. Gwen Kyles, wife of
Rev. Billy iS. B.) Kyles ol
Monumental. said that hun-
dreds of volunteers from our
community are involved.
Volunteers from LeMoyne-
Owen College the Black Stu-
dent Assekiation from Mem-
phis State University, students
from twelve high schools are
working in the booths, putting
up posters, passing out notices:
while excellent cooks in the
community are baking cakes
and pies for the cake sale and
cooking chicken, soaghetti,
chitterlings, neck bones, greens,
black eyed peas and corn
bread for the soul dinner. Mrs.
Kyles said that.. becoorse of the
many types of continuous
entettaininent families could
come far the dinner and stay
for a whole evening of fun.
Committee c h airmen in-
clude, Mrs. Melvyn Burgess,
food, Miss Lena Dumas, secre-
tary of high school student
committees, Mrs. Fred Cook,
publicity, Mrs. Jessie John-
son co-ordinator, Fay Flynn
chairman Black Student Asso-
ciation volunteers, Mr. Michael
E x u m, chairman LeMoyare-
,Owen volunteers, Mrs. William
C. Womack, chairman of the










Distributed by Sent/Macke Newspapers
WASHINGTON — When jazz trumpeter Miles
Davis was shot in New York recently it was only days
away from the gangland style killing of his uncle in
St. Louis. Mortician-pastor Leonard Davis was gunned
down on the steps of his swank west side home by
three men riding in a car. Davis' daughter shot and
killed her husband only a month before, and the bro-
ther of the son-in-law was arrested and questioned in
the funeral director's slaying ... It now has official
sanction: A group of 14 experts appointed by the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health has recommended
that the laws on homosexuality he repealed. The ex-
perts found that such relaxation would improve the
mental health of some 3 to 4 million adult homosex-
uals in the country. They emphasized that this would
not affect sexual behaviour that violates public decen-
cy or involves the seduction of minors. The Institute
is studying the findings before passing them on to
the federal government for consideration and action.
CHIT CHAT: What's to the report of rumblings
at HUD? Can it be that officials—all the way to the
top—feel that they are boxed in. Will this restless-
ness spill over into overt action on the part of top
staffers? These and other questions may only be
answered in coming chapters in the HUD saga. Stay
tuned in . . . Columnists Frank Mankiewicz and Tom
Braden have unearthed a positively intriguing thesis
on pretty Angela Davis, the self-proclaimed commun-
ist on the UCLA campus. Writing in their syndicated
column, the duet surmises that possibly Angela ain't
Red atall, but rather has cooperated in perpetrating
this elaborate hoax on a zealous Gov. Reagan who has
been riding his milk white steed in search of campus
radicals for months. According to the writers, Miss
Davis is just too smart to believe in the Red dogma.
That further, the guys and gals of the New Left are
much farther out than the commies—or the Old Left.
This is an interesting theory and it just tickles many
to death.
DEECEE DOINGS: Although those outside of
Washington want to think of it as something special,
they might be interested to know that the same kind
of problems exist here as in any urban area. Last
week, tenants of public housing went into court pro-
testing the raising of rents. The Housing Authority
eded last year with a deficit. This condition of too
high rents and too little income for public housing is
present in a dozen or so cities around the country....
At D. C. General Hospital. citizens met to urge more
community control and to bemoan rising health costs.
HEW r hich has a hand in D. C. General said that
non-profit companies have been chartered to run health
facilities in many cities ... There are some bright
sides, however. The Training Corporation of America
moved into its new offices with its thrust to train the
poor ... And a couple of weeks ago, the House over-
ruled an attempt to delete $181,000 to be used to
maintain and refurbish the Kennedy gravesite.
BACKDOOR STUFF: Reports are filtering back
here from across the country of that "reporter" of
the bigtime Washington daily who is traveling around
the country under the guise of doing a feature for his
journal on the Negro Press. The "reporter" who is
taking no notes is strongly suspected by black pub-
lishers everywhere that he is on a recruiting kick for
his bigtime daily. And this "reporter," who sent out
elaborate correspondence in advance, is black . .. Dr.
Carlton Goodlett, San Francisco Sun-Reporter pub-
lisher, is recuperating following illness. So is former
0E0 racial trouble shooter Sam Yette, who is now in
Newsweek's Washington bureau . . . Attention Los
Angeles: The Justice Dept. will be coming your way
real soon. It plans to probe discrimination against
blacks and other minorities in the movie industry.
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 will be the guide. L.A.
Sentinel statffers should have a field day.
NAT'L VIGNETTE: If you survey the country
in towns where the Brother has a number of gripes
and where ultimately the town council is finally forced
to come to grips with those gripes, you will find that
such action normally follows some overt action on the
part of some zealous police department. A head is
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are issued. And as the town churns and churns, the,
city poppas begin to accede to the demands to restore
peace. Some time the city poppas try to save face by
giving in under cover. Such was the nature of the City
Council of Alexandria, Va.. one day last week. After
the cops pistol whipped a 14-year old black youth, the




Bayard Rustin is one civil
rights strategist who stays
l'ia(fY "to tellit like it is"
either to politicians, educators.
or students- Black or others-
who disrupt the educational
Programs of others through
"unlawful' acts
His open criticism of Presi-
dent Nixon's nomination of
Judge Clement Haynsworth,
Jr. to the Supreme Court
Bench as an indication of his
intention to restore the doc-
torine of 'separate but equal'
to the courts and to the life of
the nation- surely makes us
think about those 'separate but
!equal' days of education, prom-
inent in the south. • .
, Taking a look at his partici-
pation in the field of educa-
tion-where teachers for the
most part are concerned, Albert
Shenker - [FT President had
this to say about BAYARD
RUSTIN, "We have had one
person who has had courage.
and through great personal
sacrifice has supported us when
he thought we were right and
has also criticized us when he
has also critized us when he
thought we were wrong." That's
BAYARD RUSTIN.." A Man
, of Courage" who surely take,;
his place, rightfully so, as a
1 "Black Profile of ,Courage."
We .,might recall what the
same: BAYARD RUSTIN had
to say about those Black stu-
dents who made their demands
when carrying guns- on Cam-
pus-. "What the hell are soul
courses worth in the real
world? In the real world no
one gives a dam if you've taken
soul courses. They want to
know if you can do mathe-
matics and write a correct
sentence." lie also challenged
the University officials to see
that the Negro students got
the remedial training they
needed.
People the world over know
that MR RUSTIN is a man
of well-thoughtout words and
camps; and in 1943 he was
youth organizer for A. Phillip
Randolph's March on Washing-
ton. In 1942 he went to Cali-
fornia to help protect the prop-
erty of Japanese-Americans
who had been placed in work
camps: and in 193 4 he is as
; imprisoned in the Lewisburg
Penitentiary as a conscientious
lobjector. Following his release
in 1945, he became Chairman
of the Free India Committee
which led to his first of several
trips to India.
BAYARD RUSTIN
the first Freedom Ride- The
Journey of Reconciliation-de-
signed to test enforcement of
the 1946 Irene Morgan case•
outlawing discrimination in
interstate travel
Many people remember his
news report in the New York
Post about his experience en-
counter when he served time
on a chain gang) in North
Catolina, because of his cour-
age to stand up for right. This
report- an expose of the mis-
treatment to men, prompted
an investigation which led to
the abolition of the chain gang
in North Carolina.
Other courageous acts on i
the part of BAYARD RUS-
TIN include his work as Depu-
ty Director of the March on
Washington", August 28th, 1943
which brought forth Dr. 'Martin
Luther King's "I Have A
Dream," his directing the 1964
New York School Boycott; his
aiding the striking Sanitation
Workers in Memphis, Tenn.,
raising $100,000 for their com-
munity committee and organiz-
ing the massive March follow-
ing Dr. King's death.
' broken, and his left arm brok.: said, with
Man s Arms, en in a seLood place
Fingers Broken
Costinued From rage 1
got in the front seat. One, he
said, shined a light in his face
and told his partner to drive
slow as he was going "to beat
this damn nigger to death."
He said the officer punched
him in the chest with his club,
and he asked him why he
didn't take him on to jail since
he was already under arrest,
and the officer replied by
striking him in the face with
the club, and said. "I told you
to shut up, you black sob,"
He said the attack on him
continued until he was carried
to Jail and nooked for disorder-
ly condue', resistine. arrest,
, being drunk, and a fourth one
which he did not remember,
and after the desk sergeant
told the officers in take him
to John Gaston Hospital, he
was beaten across the eye, his
right arm broken, two fingers
- —
Although having been arrest-
ed 24 times in the struggle for
civil rights, BAYARD RUSTIN
continute to work for equal
opportunities for Blacks as
well as for all others, always
speaking out against violence,l
separatism, segregation and i
Black Capitalism . . . even now,
as he serves as Executive Di-
rector of the A. Phillip Ran-
dolph Institute here in New




HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't be doesn't
deserve your baseness)
Here is on* of tfir. outstandingiutomobile salesmen
in th• Memphis area. NaturollY, hui's at Union Ch•v-
rolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an owtstand-
in g sotlection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
H• can be of great h•le in assisting and advising
you on financing. S•• Tommy Grant... Malt• a No. I
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Here's color TV you can carry (only 40 lbs. light)
with a powerful 21,300 volt NEW VISTA color chodis
and Super Bright HI-UTE color tube.
At the hospital, Mr. Pelcher
said, stitAes. were required
on four cuts on his head. Both
arms and some fingers are now
in casts.
UL Calling
Continued From Page 1
to the worker eligible for a
(supplement, regardless of the
1 amount. The coN erage extends
to his family.
The American free enterprise
system might be more ac-
curately called a "subsidy
' enterprise" system, Young
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1969
< 
subsidies going toi
those most enterprising in
pursuit of them. The present
federal subsidy to the poor is
about $19 billion per year.
The subsidy to the affluent —
farm subsidies, housing, trail-
.sportation, tax subsidies, and
government subsidies to build-
ers who are icquired to pay the
prevailing wage — total about
$44 billion per year.
"What is needed in this
country," said Young, "is im-
mediate actin to insure a de-
cent living standard for all of
our citizens. It is long past
time for America to start











Day" will be held at the St
Stephens Baptist Church at 508
N. Third st. next Sunday, Nov.
2, from 9 a.m. until 10:45 a.m.
The guest speaker will be
Clifton Satterfirld, a member
of St. John Baptist Church,
Vance Avenue.
B. T. Lewia, Jr., is superin-
tendent, and the Rev. 0. C.
Crivens pastor of the church.
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1969 DEFENDER
Spartan Players Coming Here I Ham iton High
For A Performance .0n Nov. 9 School News
are our ra Boyd, Michael Scoot, Carleto
THE SPARTAN PLAYERS,
Chicagos' nationally recognized
all-black touring drama troupe,
has been invited to Memphis by
the Home-School Association of
St. Thomas Catholic School to
stage the drama, OS E I,
PRINCE OF GHANA an Afri-
can Hamlet.
The prduction will take,
place at Father Bertrand High,
School on Sunday, November 9,'
at 7:30 pm.
OSEI, PRINCE OF GHANAI
marks the eleventh season pro.]
duction by The Players," who
have brought their audiences
such classics as "Haml et,"
"Amahl and the Night Visi-
tors," "Raisin in the Sun,"
"Desperate Hour s," "T he
Pieces,' an original which
ran for two seasons and fifty-
six performances in some six
states and iver forty cities.
"WEST SIDE STORY," a
dramatic musical, scored a hit
in Memphis last year.
"The Spartan Players" are
a vital part of the special ac-
tivity accomplishments at Hale
Franciscan High School, situat-
ed in the heart of southside
Chicago at 4930 Cottage Grove
Avenue. Hales is proud of thel
accomplishments of its black]
students. Eighty to ninety per-
cent of its graduates enter col-
lege — a large number of them]
on grants and scholarships.
Each year an entirely new
group of students is chosen to
be members of "The Players."
"The experience of traveling
into various communities, liv-
ing with white families, is edu-
cationally f ar more valuable
than hours spent in psychoso-
ciological study," says Father
Barry, Franciscan founder-di-
rector of the group.
Each student is chosen for
his capacity and willingness to
work under the strictest disci-
pline necessary for high level
production, his desire to sid in
every way the calibre of the
total production, and his per-
sonal realization of what the
'heretic and Wendy
names
experience means for him and' compass a theatre, an a r t, Socking Soul news is o u r
those with whom he works. !music and dancing center. game
Plays. are chosen on Lhe "Ever since I came here Hamilton High is our
basis of their artistic value eleven years ago," he says, "I school
and for the challenge they offer have been pleading for recog- Keeping you tab on every-
the director, the cast members] nition of the urgent need for thing is our rule
We are definitely e t ter
than the rest
Because we do our very
best.
Before we sock soul news to
you we want you to dig the
following: 1
As we, as young adults,;
look around the world today we ,
question its conditions. We see
the black man struggling for
survival as a human being; we
see the suffering of poverty- 1
stricken people; we see that
and the audiences of such di- such a center. It would become
verse communities as those of the basis for a volatile black
Ashland, Wisconsin, and Chi- theatre along with formal class-
cago. es for gifted black students. It
Since Hales is an all-boys would become a recognized in-
school, girls in the cast are re-. cubator for youthful black ar-
cruited from schools throughout] tists. The possibilities of its
Use city (mostly from the south range of influence are almost
side). limitless. Imagine black artists,
Father Barry speaks urgent-1 performing in the black coin-
ly about the need for recogni- munity for black youths and
lion of black arts and culture, adults who have never the op-
"It has to work its way into] portunity to be leaders in a
the mainstream of American valid appreciation of the legiti- the cost of living is steadilyculture," he says. "I foresee a mate theatre!" rising; we sec the unrest onnew culture springing from the, There is strong evidence that college and high school cam-mixture of newly recognized] Father Barry's cultural center Imes; we see also the Ameri-black values and of some of is .in the process 7)f becoming can soldiers fighting and losingthe more stable values of con- a reality. A Black architect their lives in the Vietnam War,temporary western cultures." has already been employed Yes, we wonder about whatFather Barry has a dream and his staff has entivisiastical- kind of world we are living in,for a cultural center to be add- ly tackled nrelimin ,ries of Questions that we are seeking
ed to the educational complex basic plans, drawings. nnan-. solutions to are: Can there be
already existing at Hales Fran- cial estimates of construction, changes made? What about the
ciscan. The center would en- furnishings, etc. future? Where does the answer]




















THE BIG BOOKS OFFER
This Week: SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON $11,49 Z-04












Full 85i x 11
Over 200 pages
Complete and unabridged
,Hard cover, full color 
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These you, ladies are mem-
bers of the Debutante Society.
With capable and hard-working
advisors such as Mrs. Helen
Waterford and Mrs. Lillian
Campbell, the Debutante So-
ciety will always be one of
the outstanding clubs on cam-
Pus.
The club started off the year
with a big "BANG". A few
weeks ago initiation took place
for the new girls. Seen wear-
come involved with the matters
Maybe one solution is to be-
the world and stop taking;
the attitude of not caring about;
what happens.
Maybe another solution would
be to put a little love in our
hearts the world would be a
better one. We should always
think of our fellowman a n d
lend him a helping hand.
We say to you: Can You Dig
It?
Five minutes And three setae
of pure unadulterated soul Is
all we hold.
1. We neard the other day
Lowell Wherry telling Gloria'
Smith "You Got Me Going in
Circles
2. Walking a little bit far-
ther we slipped and fell to keep
from hearing Denise Batts and
Tony Tate tell each other "You
Made Me a Believer."
3. You know that LOVE
CAN BE A PROBLEM but
don't let it be a sweat for Va-
neese T. and Herbert H. and
Linda T. and Greg T. know
the BEST will come YET.
4. Cherry Arderson isn't too
shy! She's caught the eye of a
popular Golden Wildcat with
the last name "S".
5. Bonita C. and Robert M.
are mighty sweet, but when
they see the opposite sex they
forget to speak.
WHAT THE SCHOOL HAS
Mini Skirts J. B. Suits
Cool Guys Slick Chicks
Some of them are:
Alma J. Black, Paul T a t a,
Lois Hicks, Larry Scruggs, Car-
101 Stanback, James Cartwright.
;Brenda Batts, Randy Cox Rhos-
tcla Steinberg, Billy Ward, Dab-
ha Littlejoht, Eddie Bailey,
Evelyn Cole, Abraham Dotson.
Laura Houston, and Albert Sim-
Mons.
Vaneese Thomas, daughter of initely hip you to the fact.
The clock on the wall sayi
it's time to go now but before
two pig tails were Rhon d a we split this grovy scene we
Washington, Ethel Bol t o n,
Ruth Bowles, Linda Parson,
Pat Powers, and several others.
Seen giving them a hard way
to go were Sylvia Wallace,
President; Vanesse Thomas.
Vice President; Lou Hibler,
Parliamenatrian, Sandra Har-CLUB NEWS ris, Treasurer. and Wendy Cor-For a number of years you ley, Business Manager. Otherhave .seen young ladies wear- m
ug pink skirts and blouses and Cherry Anderson.white sweaters with a green
D" worn on the left side, To this club we give you a
lug the attire of a white baby
doll dress with a green sash,
white socks and tennis, and
twenty-one gun salute.
SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS
There have been several out-
standing achievements bestow-
ed upon students at Hamilton.
Doran Small, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Small, and Val-
erie Phillip;, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Phillips, were
Teen-Agent of the Week for the
Memphis Press-Scimitar. Three
seniors were also named Teen-




MACKIE'S BODY SHOP, INC.
Fender Body Work Painting
14 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
141 S. SECOND ST. PHONE 526 • 7154
1E5. PHONE 357 • 3134
Charles F. McCright, a
Dyersburg mortician, has an-
nounced as a candidate in the
race for alderman in the Nov.
4 election in Dyersburg, Tenn.
A native of that city, he
was graduated from Bruce
High School and attended the
University of Wisconsin for
pre-mortuary studies. He is a
graduate of the Indiana College
of Mortuary Science.
Mr. McCright is a veteran of
the U. S. Army and, member
of Pilgrim Rest Baptist Church,
the Christian Community As-
sociation, Dyertabirrit Chamber
of Commerce and the Nation-
al Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People.
He also belongs to the Ten-
nessee Funeral Directors and
Morticians Association, the Ur-
ban League and is president Of
the West Tennessee Voters
League.
Mr. McCright said that he
was entering the race because
of his concern about the total
citizenry end the betterment





Lance "Sweet Willie Wine"
Watson went on trial Monday
afternoon in Division One of
; Criminal Court on charges of
disorderly conduct and carry-
ing a pistol with the intention;
sf going armed.
The charges were placee
against him following an ar-
rest last Nov. 28 and on the
I complaint of tile night manager
of tjie Jumo and Grab Drive-!
I In Grocery Store.
After the charges were read'
to the jury on Monday atter-I
noon, a plea of not guilty!
was enteied for Mr. Watson'
by his attorney..
Mr. Watson, who is leader of
a group called the Memphis
Invaders, is being tried before
a jury which includes fi‘.]
black men, six white men and
11 
one white woman. Judge Perry
1Sellers is presiding.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Thomas;
James Cartwright, son of Mrs.
Bertha Cartwright; and Val
Phillips, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Phillips
SOMETHING EXTRA
Some of the Miss Hamilton
contestants are Lou Hible r,
Sherly Joyner, Trezette Tate,
Glenda Ford, Jackie Lewis,
Beryl Harris, Debra Henry,
and Gail Siggers . .When the
results are posted we will def-
leave you with these inspiring
words written by Charles Bux-
ton' Self poison . . .Bad Temp-
er is its own scourge. Fe w
things are bitterer that to feel
'bitter. A man's venom poisons
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Michigan State May Lead Nation
With Black Freshman Enrollment
EAST LANSING, Mieh. —
Michigan State University may
enroll the IsIgest number of,
black undergraduate students'
attending any non-urban pre-
dominantly white university in
the nation, reports Dr. Terrence
Carey, 111SLI's director of ad-
missions.
The total namoer of black
students attending MSU classes
on the East Lansing campus
rose more than 51 percent from
last fall, he said. The 1969 fig-
ure of 1,53 is up from 1,007
last fall and 690 in 1967, An es-
timated 200 are graduate stu-
dents and an additional 192
now attend off-campus credit
courses and adult non-credit
Evening College courses.
The number of first-time
black freshmen enrolling at
State this tall went up more
,than 20 percent to 431, or EPA
`percent of the freshman class.
The figure a year ago was 357,
or 5 percent of the class, and
in 1967, there were 157 black
freshmen, or only 2.3 percent
of the class. Both figures are in
relation to the number of black
high school graduates, who
make up only 6 percent of the
graduating classes in Michigan.
According to the latest avail-
able figures, only two predomi-
nantly white universities in the
—
ED EXTRA MONE
1Ne Specialize in a money raising plan
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.
Independent Candy Co.
25,4 Vance Ave. 52628
United States enroll more under
graduate black students than
MSU's 1,323. They are Temple,
in Philadelphia and Wayne
State, in Detroit—both in metro-
politan centers.
Included in this fall's fresh-
men are some of the brightest
young black scholars in the
nation. Two of the 10 presti-
gious MSU Alumni Distinguish-
ed Scholarships were won by
black students, and 17 of the
nation's 360 black National
Achievement Scholars attend
State. Tha latter number is
second in the nation only to
Harvard.
"But for every one of these
top scholarship winners who
earned a straight-A or nearly
a straight-A record in high
school," Carey said, "we have
gambled on admitting four or
five other black freshmen
whose grades are not that good
and whose academic records
reflect the disadvantages with
which they have been faced."
The Equal Opportunity Pro-
gram in the Center for Urban
Affairs has agreed to be respon-
sible for the academic tutoring
of these students whose admis-
sion represents an experiment
to see how well this extra tu-
toring support can succeed.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
bok•d In Memphis by /OomphIons rushed rushed dolly to your big
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3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS g 7? SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
IpPn Sundays for - or Your Shopping Convenience 9 A M to 7 P IA'
Most of the black freshmen
come from Michigan, idol*
they were graduates of 711 dif-
ferent high schools in 38 dif-
ferent cities
All- Michigan resident frellh-
, men attending MSU receive all
the financial aid they can in-
dividually prove they need in
tome combination of part-
time job, loan, federal grant,
student aid grant, or scholar-
ship. More than 100 of the
black freshmen had no need,
r but the parents of 118 others
!were not able to provide ar -
I help at all and their studenta
received total expense awards.
Counting earnings from cam-
pus jobs and loans that must'
be repaid after graduation, the
average sward was about
$1,500, and the total aid grant-
ed sat black freshmen was
about $490,100.
All the university's admis-
sions arc aalective, and are
based on the best Judgment that
experienced admissions officers
can malt.t of an applicant's
chances for success amid the
academic competition that
characterizes the university to-
day.
"It is no favor to admit a
student whose chances for
success at Michigan State are
virtually nil, when that same
youngster could have at lent
a fighting chance to pass his
courses In a less competitive
academic setting," the admis-
sions director explained.
I There already are variations
in the way the university se-
lects its students. Because of
the extra competition for a
limited number of places in
any freshman class, non-resi-
dent freshmen are held to
an admissions threshold that
is much higher than that ex-
pected of Michigan residents.
Veterans separated from the
U.S. services receive special v
attention, if they are Michigan
residents. Regardless of ho*
long ago he attended high,
school, any veteran whoseWill
vide him automatic admissioni
tunity to qualify through a bat-i
is given the additional oppor- The powerful voice of the,
world's greatest gospel singer
will be heard in the Amphi-
theater at Arlington Nationaf
Cemetery on Veterans Day,'
MSU'S NEW FIRST FAMILY — Dr. Clifton
R. Wharton, Jr., 43, newly named president
of Michigan State University, poses with his
family in their New York apartment. Dr.
Wharton will assume his post as the 14th
president of Michigan's largest university on
Jan. 2. Currently he is vice president of the
academic record does not pro-1
tery of admissions tests. His
results are explained to him,
and his probable chances for
making passing grades are re- November 11, when Miss Ma-
ported, and then usually it is halia Jackson sings the Na-
the veteran himself who makes tional Anthem.
the decision.
Carey said, "A man who hail Donald E. Johnson, admini-'
completed two years or more strator of Veterans Affairs and l
service and wh chairman of the President'so wants to try
State, even though his grades Veterans Day National Corn- -
and test scores say he doesn't mittee, has announced that
have much chance to succeed, Miss Jackson has volunteered
normally will be admitted if!her services for the Veterans,
he really wants to take the Day observance. She will fly
risk." to Washington from Los An-
Likewise, in the experimen. geles for the occasion.
tel admission of a limited num- Mr. Johnson said that Missber of black frtshmen, the uni-
versity last year provided both
financial aid and admission
after the normal deadlines,
waived the high school course the history of Veterans Day oh-requirements in some cases, servances at Arlington Ceme-and for some individuals went 
below th usual thresholds 
tery that a soloist has perform-
,when there was other evidence ed he said.
indicating a chance of suc- Members of President Nut-
CCU. on's Cabinet, top military lead-
Jackson has also been asked to
sing another appropriate song
of her own choosing. It is be-
lieved to be the first time in
taiao•
When you're looking for excuses to be
angry, to commit acts of violence, to hate and
rebel, they're easy to find. As a child, I remem-
ber my mothcr leaving our house early in the
morning to work at washing clothes and scrub-
bing floors. I remember my father accepting
any job he could get to help keep our family
in clothes, food and shelter. I remember wel-
fare checks when there were no jobs. But I also
remember something else. Through all those
years of physical nothingness, I never lost re-
spect for my parents., I never referred to them
as my "old lady" or my "old man."
I knew they were trying. And I felt that
through it all, they retained a pride and dignity
that no social structure could destroy. It was
my parents who taught me how to be black and
proud. It was my parents who constantly re-
minded me: "You are no better than anyone
else—and no one else is better than you I"
Today, the world is full of cynics who sneer
at this kind of feeling and sentiment. Being
black, I have as much reason as anyone to join
them. Being realistic, with standards of my
own—I won't! Nobody has proved to me that
violence, disrespect, and downgrading decency
have done anything to help the social status and
dignity of black people.
But don't read me wrong! I am an advocate
of Black Power. Black Power through educa-
tion and reform ...not revolt. To me, Black
Power must start with black pride and black
dignity. Without these two ingredients...





Agricultural Development Connell, a nonpro-
fit organization with projects in Southeast
Asia and Latin America, headed by John
D. Rockefeller III. With Dr. Wharton are his






will be in attendance at Arling-
ton for ths nationall-televised
November 11 ceremony.
Miss acnson nil perrormeti
at the White House for five
presidents. ara has sung before
royalty in Europe and the Far
East. Her radiant voice has
been heard in numerous con-
at Carnegie Hall since her
there in 1950.
"None of these special admis-
skins approaches will help a
student unless he is willing to
pay the same price all students
must pay in acquiring knowl-
edge," Carey pointed out. "Do-
ing a guoi job academically
at Michigan State requires
work and study, and a great
deal of both. No special admis-
sions treatment, no amount of
extra tutoring, and nothing else
the university can do will bene-
fit a freshman who is unwill-





TWO clinics, one in home
decorating and t he o Nor in
family finance, are being
taught now at the Commun-
ity Learning Laboratory at
370 S. Orleans, Room 32.
Home decorating is being
taught Oct. 2.2-Nov. 24. and
family finance is being held
Oct. 23-26.
The home decorating clime
will include orientation, home
styles, color a chemes, furni-
ture arrangement, styles for
windows and treatments for
dam, home decorating acces-
sories and flower arrange-
ments.
The family finance clinic will
include orientation: "Money is
everybody's business;" plan-
ning before spending; buying:
cash, credit, b orrowing; sav-
ings and investing, and insur-
ance buying





Civic League will hold a fel-
lowship dinner at the Mahalia
Jackson Hall at 705 S. Park-
way East on Thursday night,
,1Dec 11.
1 Tickets may be obtained
from Strozier Drug Store.
Standard Furniture Store or
any member of the League.
For f u rther information,




• There is u Look Peeporation
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CHUCK SMITH
EXCITING NEW PERSONALITY ON
50,000 Watts WDIA of Soul Power
Do
Tbl
ESCAPE PROM THE HIGH COST OP LUXURY!
See Tim
1970 OLDSMOBILE
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Misuse Of James Farmer
It was our prediction when James
Farmer, former militant civil rights
leader, was appointed to the post
of Assistant Secretary in the De-
partment of Health, Education and
Welfare that he would be a great
asset to both the department and
the Nixon Administration if given
a voice in policy making, otherwise,
he would be a liability.
Well, we are sorry to say that
our prediction has cOme to pass. It
would have been better for the Ad-
ministration and the black masses
had events proved that we were
wrong.
HEW, either by design or indeci-
sion, is not drawing upon Farmer's
knowledge and talents to the de-,
partment's advantage. He has no-
thing to do with either policy or
programming. On the other hand,
he is made to conform with outlines
and oirectives with which ,he dis-
agrees but cannot revere or openly
criticized.
It was never the Administration's
intention to give Farmer the kind
of power that would enable him to
influence HMV's policies especially
in matters affecting civil rights
and related issues. They wanted to
make all the while a convenient
window dressing of the most vi-
brant, rational and convincing civil
rights spokesman alive today.
What must be repugnant to him
is the departmental pressure giving
him no choice but to defend policies
that are clearly at variance with
both the intent and purpose of civil
rights principles as in the case of
the Administration's postponement
of desegregated school deadlines
and with Farmer's own basic sense
of social justice.
Farmer becomes a liability to the
Administration in so far as his at-
tempts at explaining away the
HEW's position on school imbalance
fall on deaf ears. There is too much
cavity in the department's argu-
ment to allay the anguish of the
black masses. There is simply no
cogent explanation for a retreat
from social justice.
However, we do not agree with
Spivak in a recent issue of The Wall
Street Journal. He said Farmer was
reluctant to assert himself and that
he had sold himself short in the
first place by accepting a mundane
internal management post — As-
sistant Secretary for Administra-
tion — which exercises little con-
trol over policy or programs.
In other words, the ebullient, sa-
gacious, sensitive Farmer has over-
night been transformed into a hat-
in-hand "Yessah, Boss" man. It
takes more than political exorcism
to transmute a man with the char-
acter and intellectual honesty of
James Farmer. Of all probability,
he is trying to see if there is any-
thing good in the Nixon Adminis-
tration that can be extracted for
the benefit of the poor and segre-
gated blacks. Unless HEW upder-
goes basic changes in its raciarpoli-
cy, Farmer will resign and join the
faculty of celebrated Eastern uni-
versity which is beckoning him to
its academic community.
Mich State's New Prexy
As invigorating and refreshing as
the unprecedented election •of Dr.
Clifton Reginald Wharton, Jr., to
the presidency of Michigan State
University, it must not evoke the
erroneous assumption that race was
the paramount factor in what must
have been a difficult equation. In
a situation of this kind, it was
scholarship administrative experi-
ence at the highest level that were
equated with the requirements for
the chief executive of a celebrated
institution.
However, it is to credit of the
state University trustees that Dr.
Wharton's racial identity did not
debar him from consideration. We
cannot, therefore, escape the con-
clusion that character, ability and
accomplishments were the measures
by which he was adjudged.
His credentials are immaculate.
The 42-year-old economist has a
long list of firsts: He was the first
Negro to join the student radio sta-
tion at Harvard, the first national
secretary and one of the founding
members of the National Student
Association, the first, in 1948, black
student at the John Hopkins Uni-
versity School of Advanced interna-
tional studies. Early' this year, Dr.
Wharton became the first Negro to
be elec/ed a director of the Equit-
able Life Assprance Society.
He is currently vice president of
the Agricultural Development Coun-
cil, Inc., a private nonprofit organi-
zation with extensive projects in
Southeast Asia and Latin America,
headed by John D. Rockefeller 3d.
Before becoming vice president of
the council, Dr. Wharton spent six
years in Malaysia. teaching at the
University of Malaysia and working
on the council's program in Thai-
land, Vietnam and Cambodia.
Of the 40,000 students at Michi-
gan State, about 1,000 are Negroes.
On the faculty of more than 2,000,
32 Negroes hold full-time positions.
Long known primarily as the na-
tion's first land-grant college and
derided by nearby University of
Michigan as the "cow college",
Michigan State took giant strides
under Dr. Hannah, who left the
university after 28 years of service
as president.
The East Lansing campus of 500-
odd buildings is rated as the na-
tion's ninth largest concentration
of students. Michigan State Uni-
versity is the finest of the land-
grant colleges. Dr. Wharton feels
that his "appointment ... is the im-
portant symbolic occasion, but that
is not the criterion of it. It shows
that if one has the skill and the tal-
ent, you're going to make it."
Wharton'a election is a forerun-
ner of a new day, the opening of a
new horizon for qualified men
whose color heeetweore was a cause
for erreversil-de





By WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR.
The people of Israel come from nations of every corner
of the globe, and a short walk in the streets of Tel Aviv
brings the visitor into contact with people of all colors. Blue-
eyed .blondes and dark-skinned people mix freely without the
hysterical color-consciousness we find among too many Amer--
Calls .
Their common bond is, of course that they are all Jews.
But we are all Americans, and we would do well to emulate
the Israelis in removing color as barrier among people.
Tolerance toward Arabs also surprised me.
One would think that a nation surrounded by
hostile Arab states whose guerillas inflict daily
casualties on troops and civilians would develop
deep hatred for the enemy. .
-But is not so, generally. A top Army gene-
ral explained it to me "I don't want my chil-
dren to hate," he said, "If you teach a child
to hate Arabs, you are teaching him to f ea r
them, for the two are linked, and I don't want
my tThildren to learn fear." Think of the ener
gies and lives that are wasted on such fear and
hatred here in America!
The subject came up again when I met Israel's brilliant
and charming Prime Minister, Mrs. Golda Meir. An American
suggested to her that Arabs were lazy and incapable of learn-
ing modern techniques—the same lies that many people as-
sert about Negroes.
Mrs. Meir was visibly annoyed, but she answered in a very
lady-like way that no you can't say a people are lazy. Its
a matter of opportunity and education, she said, and she
told of the efforts Israel is making to motivate its Arab popti-
latmr. and open new opportunities for them. In her on quiet
way, she exploded Inc 'myths and generalizations that are part
and parcel of racist thought.
Israel also has ome concrete lessons for us. Its agricul-
tural cooperatives might be used as example for solving the
problem of the rural South.
I visited a moyshev, a cooperative agricultural commu-
rity . The government gave each member a house and farm-
land. The cooperative buys equipment for use by the private
tarmers and markets their goods. All have an equal voice in
the government of The community.
_As mechanization makes more and more farm laborers
jobless in our rural areas, it might make sense to con-
sider a similar devele,pment here. Federal land grants, coup--
led with cooperativv organization, could keen people out of
big city slums, leading productive lives on their own land.
Israel is also dotted with new cities. Planners carefully
arranged for the settlement of new immigrants in new towns.
I visited one, Kyriat Gat, on the edge of the Negev. It's a bust-
ling community, specially designed to integrate newcomers
into Israeli life.
If a small country can do this, why can't we, with our
' vast open spaces, plan for new towns to absorb our grow-
ing "population? We have more money, more planners, more,
industry than Israel has, But thPy are experimenting, while ,
we 2re stuck in a rut. Why?
Perhaps the answer lies in the pioneering spirit, the na-
tion-building spirit of adventure that was once so strong in•
AnTerica, but now seems smothered by affluence and sociaL
disinterest. If Israel has anything to teach us, it may be that
i this spirit must be recaptured, and that our resources must'






The 476 prisoners who today await execrtion in death rows
all across the country will have a new and potentially power-
ful argument presented on their behalf to the U.S. Supreme
Court on October 13, 1969. The argument comes to this: it is
unjust to permit unfettered discretion to juries to decide, with-
out any pre-established standards, whether a defendant ac-
cused pf a capital crime should live or die.
Of the 36 states retaining the death penalty only five states
provide for the separate determination of guilt and punish-
?n "nt.
The case to he argued on October 13 with a decision due
no later than June 1970 centers on a William Maxwell, an
Arkansas Negro sentenced to death for raping a white woman.
Maxwell's lawyers, headed by Jack Greenberg
of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and Prof.
Anthony Amsterdam of Stanford Law School
did not prevail in state and Federal courts in
their content on that society cannot execute a
defendant for rape or for any crime that
does not result in the death of an innocent in-
dividual. •
Their appeal in the U.S. Supreme Court
will be restricted to the. fairness of the single-verdict proce-
dure by which juries, uncontrolled by fixed standards or direc-
tions, can impose the death penalty upon defendants accord-
ing to the subjective and undisclosed norms of the jurors them-
selves.
The reluctance of the Supreme Court to act decisively on
capital punishment Ind the failure of state iegislatures to re-
peal the death penalty have combined to bring about a situa-
tion where today 276 men are tortured because society will
not admit that ex•vtitions are morally indefensible. In July
1968 there were 435 on death row, ranging in age from 18 to
68, most of whom had been waiting for death for more than
30 months.
The racial element, present in the Maxwell case is an-
other reason why Americans should be ashamed to revive capi-
tal punishment. Since 1930 there nave been 2666 Negroes and
1754 white persons executed although Negroes make up only
It percent of America's population. Of the 455 men executed
for rape since 1930, 405 were black. .
On July 2, 1968 a great Attorney General. Ramsey Clark.
made history by becoming America's first Attorney General
to endorse the abolition of the death penalty. He urged the
repeal of the 29 Federal statutes which authorize capital pun-
ishment, noting that from 1958 to 1968 there had been only
one execution under these Federal statutes.
In July, 1969 a new and incredible Attotney General of
the U. S. endorsed "preventive detention" for the District of
Columbia advocated the erosion of the guarantees against
self-incrimination contained in the Supreme Court's Miranda
ruling and, succumbing to the gun lobby, refused the support'
of the Nixon administration to any Federal control of firearms.
The last seven months have indeed changed the climate
,in law enforce meat The deepening national mood of politi-
Icat repression seems to make it more certain each day that
ongress, state legislatures and the executive branch of gov-
ierrunent will not spe, k out about the inherent barbarism of
I v..pital punishment
WE AIN'T RUNNIN' NOWHERE, NO MORE,SIMON LEGIREEm!
MY VIEW
Maynard Jackson-Horace Tate
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Maynard Jackson achieved national
attention a short while ago v.'heii-he had
the unbridle audacity to run for a seat




and some whites thought
t ha t Maynard Jackson
was out of his mind.
White men in Georgia
were afraid to take Her-
man on. How foolish it
was, they said, for a
young Negro, unknown in
politics, to tackle Her- 1,
man Talmadge.
Some Negroes called Jackson an up-
start. Jackson had no money with which
to run a campaign against Senator Tal-
madge and Negroes gave him scant fi-
nancial support. Many Negroes voted for
Talmadge on the ground that Jackson
couldn't win.
This is never a good reason for the
non-support of a candidate. One never
knows for sure that his candidate is go-
ing to win. I voted for Adlai Stevenson
twice and Humphrey once and they both
lost. So. I supported Maynard .Jackson
in his race against Talmadge and I be-
lieve I was the largest black contributor
to his campaign fund. It surprised most
of the people when Jackson palled 200.-
000 votes. It was very significant that
le received more white votes in Atlanta
than Talmadge.
The young black lawyer thought the
time was right and ripe for him to run
for vice mayor of Atlanta in the Octo-
ber 7 election. At first he had no op-
ponent and it looked as if he would have
none. But this was too much for some
"power structure" white leaders to let
happen. They urged Milton Farris, a
Gulf Oil executive, to run against Jack-
son. Farris a successful business man,
experienced and well known, was thought
to be a sure winner. But Jackson won
handily against three opponents. He
drew 56.369 votes, approimately twenty
thousand votes more than the 'enable
1 Mr. Farris.
Jackson made history. Never before
in Atlanta's history has there been a
black vice mayor. Jackson is young,
handsome, and articulate. It is estimat-
ed that 50 percent of the 87,000 Negro
registered voters went to the polls. It is
estimated again that 90 percent of the
Negroes voted for Jackson. If this is
true, Jackson received easily 17.000
white votes.
The Negroes went all out for Jack-
son. But unfortunately they did not go
all out for Doctor Horace Tate who was
a candidate for mav or. Doctor Tate, an
able executive of the Georgia Teachers
Educational Association had, four years
before, been elected to membership on
the Atlanta Board of Education. On the
'Board he championed the case of the
Negro child and was not always popular.
Negro leadership split over the candi-
dacy of Horace Tate and Sam Massell,
the present vice mayor, who ran for
maor. Despite a divided Negro people.
Doctor Tate polled over 22.000 votes. the
third among seven candidates who were
-tinning for mayor.
It is highly conceivable that if Ne-
groes had voted as solidly for Doctor
Tate as they did for Jackson, he would
have won the race for mayor. Negroes
bloc voted for Maynard Jackson but
split almost 50-50 for Tate and Massell.
Some of my readers may know Mr.
Tate best from his work with the GTEA,
insisting that if the GTEA merged
i with the white association, it would
'merge with dignity.
Views And Opinion
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
ALWAYS COMMENDABLE
It's good to be able to make
an occasional departure from
the aspects of the inter-racial
situation in America. It's like
catching a breath of fresh air
after a long stay in a hot. stuf-
fy room.
Such an occasion was pry-
vided last week by the students'
of Christian Brothers High]
School. The home of Wei
school's black custodian. Eman-1
uel Reed, had been badly dam-1
aged by fire last week. Mr
Reed and his wife and six
children suffered heavy losses.
They needed some help.
The students realized their
need, so. under the leadership
of 17-year-old Arthur "Arty"
Quinn. student government
president, the BHS student
body collected some $262 dui,
pig one class period. Teachers
and other staff members, at
the school, followed the stu
dents' lead, and also made
contributions A total contri-
bution of some $525 was given
to Mr. Reed.)
No doubt, the black and
white community owes a vote
of thanks and a word of com-
mendation to the students and
faculty of Christian Brothers
High School. In the vernacular
of the ghetto, "They were cook-
ing good . . . with soul".
It is pretty reasonable to con-
clude that numerous other acts
of kindness and sympathetic
consideration have occurred
and still occur in Memphis,
and many other places . . . to
serve as bridges across the
chasm of racism•
Students in all t he schools
should be encouraged by their
teachers and parents to seek
such "bridges."
Now, the above may seem
trite and old-hat to some who
have given up hope on such
approaches to racial harmony.
But from this point of view,
such an approach is the best
route for all concerned.
True, somehooy might point
out that individual acts of kind.
ness from white to black and
vice versa have traditionally
and historically been interest-
ing aspects of inter-racial rela-
tions in America. And they
might point out that the big
deal now is to get the nation
to accept a commitment to give
expressions of kidnesa under-
standing, and a change of hos-
tile a nd prejudiced a ttitudeS
towards black people generally.
There is merit in such ao
argument. That is the ideal
situation toward which black
people and white men of good-
will e verywhere press. How-
ever, at the risk of being trite
again, it might be pointed out
here that "little drops of water
and little grains of sand . • „
make the mighty ocean . . .
and the pleasant land."
In other words, a repeat of
the attitudes and acts similar
to those of the Christian Bro-
thers High School students and
faculty by students and facul-
ties all over, would go a mighty
long ways toward solving the
whole situation.
They would certainly feed
the fires of hope. They certain-
ly do keep us reminded of what
fresh inter-racial air is like . .
after a long stay in I stuffy
room of suspicion, hos-
tility, fear, and hate • . . . Imo•
tween the races.
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'Autumn Icebreaker' •
Held At Sarah Brown
"Scenes and signs of au-,
tumn" was the theme of the
Autumn Icebreaker Dinner,
sponsored by the Committee
on Administration of the Sarah,
Brown Branch of the YWCA.
The program included Fall
Fashions moderated by Miss
Cora Harris, president of the,
Doll House. Miss Barbara
Mull, modeling coordinator of
the Doll House. Miss Forres-
tine Frazier, and Miss Cornelia
Flowers representing Urns of
Memphis, quite capably exem-
plified their modeling skills as
they gave the audience the
latest in styles for the ladies.
Hats by Miss Harris, as well
as Mr. John, were shown.
Mrs. Lorene Osborne demon-
strated the YWCA program.
Another outstanding part of
the program was the beautiful
and melodious folk song -Go
Away From my Window" by
the outstanding vocalist, Mrs.
Lanetha Branch. Mrs. Sally
Bartholomew was chairman
of the event and Mrs. Bernice
A. E. Calloway, program co-
ordinator.
Those seen ertm.,ing the
evening w ere, Miss Cernelia
Sanders, chairman of the YWCA
Branch, Mrs. Debris Thomp-
son, Mrs. B. Calloway, Mrs. L.
Branch, Mrs- Adclie Owen,
Mrs. L. Osborne, Mrs. Nettie
Brown, Mrs. Cleora Gibbs,
Miss Harry M. Simons, Mis-
tress of ceremonies for the
evening: Mr. and Mrs. Stew-
art, Mrs. Marthe Dulaney,
Mrs. Bertie Lenoir, Mrs. Mag-
gie Newsom, Mrs. B. Fowler,
Mrs. Bordina Taylor, Mrs.
Lois Greenwood. Mrs. Caries
Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Barth°10-
mew, Mrs. Ruby lvery, Mrs.
Isabelle Roulhac and Mrs.
Yvonne Acey,
And Mrs. Pauline Allen,
Mrs. Jean Bailey. Mrs. Alberta
Talbert, Mrs. Doris Bodden,
Mrs. I. Fink, Mrs. Alma
Booth, Mrs. Elizabeth Poole,
Mrs. Alice Minor, Miss Ruth
Solomon, Mrs. Ade11 Tolbert




PITTSBUPGH — The ques-
tion of respect from blacks,,
youth and the poor, which is
getting a national spotlight as
Congress concentrates on the
ethics of President Nixon's
nominee to the U.S. Supreme
Court, Federal Appeals Court
Judge Haynesworth in light of
the Justice Fortes forced re-
signation, is also a problem in
lower courts.
- WFD RECENTLY —Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Raymond King are seen here following
their recent wedding at the home of the
• bride in Orangeburg, S. C., which the
Rev. R. H. King of Oxford, Miss., father
of the groom, officiated. She is the former
South Central Bell
The family's grozon up now.
They're living near and far
Dial your own long distance..'...
find out how your children are.
Dial a lovin' phone call when the rates are low...every
and all weekend long. ---
Miss lAllie Mae tobbs, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Cobbs. The couple is
living in Atlanta where Mrs. King is a
teacher in the public schools and the




Your eyes sliould mirror your
true personality, whether it's
smiling or stormy, candid or
mysterious.
To reveal the best in your
eyes, borrow some of these
models' techniques:
• • •
Do you have a short upper
lid 7
Open up with pastel shadow
color-toned to your irises, and
brush an inner liner of the
same color on both lids (blue,
green or violet will make eyes
seem larger, whites whiter);
place a fan of fake lashes on
the lower lid only.
Are your brows too dark?
Tone them down to your
hair shade with a flick of a
slightly damp brush dipped
In powder brow lightener. To
keep the lights on, dust lids
with mauve powder above and
blue below.
On the upper lid draw a
thread of eyehner that stops
short of the outer corner. For
a fluttery effect: lash-lengthen,
jug mascara and tiny snippets
of add-on lower lashes to fill
in where growth is sparse.
Almond eyes can be con-
toured into 2 diamond shape.
Start with a soft backdrop at
violet water color on the up-
per lid. Then apply mascara
on your own lashes before add-
ing tiny grouplets of fakes di-
rectly above and below the
Iris, omitting extra lashes
from the inner and outer ends.
Attention to the center creates
a gemlike effect.
Some eyes look best when
the brows are played down
by shaping them to a fine line
gently arched over the orb
of the eye.
Play up the *ye with three
shades of a color: the lightest
tint directly under the outer
brow, medium shade in the
crease line, and the darkest
tone on the eyelid.
For very special dressup
evenings, add deep fringes of
upper and lower false lashes
all the way from inner corners
to outer edges.
Deep-set vet zoom into fo-
cus with a few contour tricks.
Preliminary s t e p: clear
away gray brows under the
arch. Bring out your eye with
a glisteny taupe shadow on the
lid and muted gold powder
above.
You can vary the color
scheme with gray and oyster
or other combination of neutral
shades—always with glisten
on the lid and matte finish
above. Finish up with brown
or black cake mascara.
liwonteew• • ludas ave,
soutlalaifil
fashion specialists in'sizes
18 to 40 and 161/2 te 321/
Fortuna . . .
subtle .shaping
and full control
lovely full figure bra of
nylon lose with hidden
uplift . . . Lycra spandex
sides and adjustable





super control with Lycra
Spandex . . . provides
sleekness with comfort in
a panty pirdfo . . .
front and bock panels
. . . 2-inch non-roll fop
. white only.
waist sixes 32 to 44
9.00
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Mrs. Joan Strong former
member of the Tennessee legis-
lature, gave the YW;Wives and
guests a treat last Wednesday,
as she demonstrated all the
different kinds of hats ladies
wear, and 'have worn, through-
out the years.
After speaking briefly on
her experience in politics, Mrs.
Strong modeled all kinds of
hats, some as far back as 140
years, that women were de-
picting their personalities.
Enjoying the luncheon were
Mrs. Lois Greenwood, acting
as chairman, Mrs. Lessye
Sugarmon, co-chairman, Mrs.
Martha Dulaney, Mrs. Marie
Coe, Mrs. Geneva Williams.
Mrs. Parthena Silmon, Mrs.
Isabelle Roulhac, Mrs- Ida
Jones, Mrs. Hannah Campbell,
Mrs. Alice Minor, Mrs. Almeda
Dale.
And Miss Isabelle Greenlee,
Mrs. Matsie Wilson, Mrs. Mary
Harris, Mrs. Abby Clay, Mrs.
Mattie Rawlings, Mrs. Minnie
Pryor, Mrs. Marie Adams, Mrs.
Irene Sanders, Mrs. Ethel Da-
vies, Mrs. Barbara J. Smith,
Mrs. Tay Reynolds, Mrs
Minnie Lee Allen, Mrs. Addle
Wright, Mrs. Anna Reddick,
Mrs. L. 0. Webbs, Mrs Canoe
Bailey, Mrs. Toliver, Mrs.
Daisy Kennedy, Mrs. Alma
Sonia, Mrs. Hattie Myrick, and
Miss Barbara Neal, director of
the YWCA.
I Mrs. Melvina Cash also at-
tended and showed ceramic
pieces she will be teaching her
students to make in the
YMCA's class.
The November 19 luncheon
will feature Dr. Montee Falls 1
and her trip to the Holy Land-,
•
urse ASSI
MONTGOMERY, Ala — Cap-
tain Doris L. Reamer, a 1.954
graduate of Alabama Sigel
University has arrived in
Anchorage, Alaska for assIgn-i
ment at Elmendorf Air Forcei
Base. Captai n Reamer, SF
Nurse, is assigned to the Unit-
ed States Air Force Hospital
there. She previously served





Church at 584 S. McLemore at.
Is now i n position to enroll
more students in classes which
will prepare them to success-
fully complete the General Ed-
ucation Development Test.
The GED test is the equiva-
lent of a high school dipolma.
Classes are now being held
five days a week, and 15 addi-
tional teachers are in the pro-
gram sponsored by the Faculty
Wives of Memphis.
Persons interested in study-
ing under the program may
call Mrs. John Woods at
324-7027 for arrangements.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLI
Place Your Order Now
For Indiricluals And Groups




243 Vance Ave. SA 7-9320
hioaphis, Taueessee
'YOUR Cowpony Moho What Yoe Ask for 42111
Creator What You Wok or
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
2 Mork tot* is
National Baptist Hotel-Bath House
a Own & Opsofeee4 ey
National Baptist Convent ioni .S.A Jew.
Health & Plcasurc resort.
Our lintel s the cpitotne of luxurious conilort amt elegant living with "Every-
thing under one roof. 9(1 Room:. all(' 141‘1111 Sllitl%• with down to cards rem.
Air-conditioning, Colored Television, Radio, 21. hour Telcploosie Service, Dining
Room, Beauty Shop and Free Parking. Itatli llouse-timler the regulatistas of tlw
United States Coverninents. For inlormation atal revervations Write Or Call----
National Baptist Iluttl-Bath llouse-1111 \haven, \venue Telephone 623-8864






Alroy L. Piii kelt Manager
ByMon ClaireiNci
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MILLIIIII-NO'SMING• FITS ALL SIZES
These Wigs gr• the Wash and Wear by
late tit sir WWI selectiou of 1001: HUNAN HAIR GOODS
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
Special Clearance Sale
Italian Cut Wici only $1095






DA NY AmERICARD LAY—A—WAY NASTIIR CHARGE
Expert Styling $3.50-
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, ipso
Willing Workers
Plan Xmas Party
The Willing Workers dila
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Roy Robinson of 1472 Davis st.
on Wednesday, Nov 5 All
members are asked to he pres-
ent.
Plans be outlined for
Ste club's Christmas party.
Mrs. Clara Dailey is presi-




By MRS. C A RLOTT A
STEWART WATSON
Musing: "Our main business
Is not to see what hes dimly
at a distance, but to do what
lies clearly at hand. Thomas
Carlyle.
Dear C a rlotta: My family
has gone Horoscope crazy
Nothing can be done, no deci-




Outstanding opportunity for married
caupl• -minimum capital required.
No Food Experience Necessary
HUCKLEBERRY FINN FISH SYSTEM




BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGESOUTS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LIPOSAIII
4, AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. •
• MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
.176.1i 178 BEAL STRUT AA 6.111300
one consults a book, magazine,
or paper to get the view point
of some astrologer. To me this
is ancient, but to my family,
I am the "odd ball". The other
day they even brought in
some horoscope plates. This is
going a little too far. How can
I curb this sudden interest, and
what must I do, or what move
must I make in order to be-
come a part of the farn 11 y
again. Mother.
Dear Mother: I am no au-
thority on astrology, but I per-
sonally attribute its r enewed
popularity at this time to our
NASA program, the constella-
tions of the Zodiac being the
region of the sky through
which the sun, moon and plan-
ets appear to move night after
night as the earth and planets
revolve around the sun. How
much one believes it influences
his life, is his own decision.
Since the creator of the horo-
scope keeps his predictions
vague, then the reader can in-
terpret them as he wishes.
The horoscope makes fasci-
nating reading. It has appeal,
because it claims to provide
knowledge of one's future. It
can serve as gentle drug that
whispers into your ear, "Fate
has decided, don't wor r y."
Thus it becomes a psychologi-
cal crutch for many people
whose lives are not going well.
They can interpret the state-
ments . . finding in them
what they WISH to find.
Although, the horoscope may
be a relic of an ancient way
of thinking, it still plays an im-
portant part in the lives of
many people
















Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great Kentucky Bourbon.
..411
At 86 or 100 proof 'There is nothing better in the market."
SWOP Malec 50508011 WIlISAV • 36 PROM .100 P1000 NOME° 0 SONO • 0005114061/A5 0I1TIL/1M CORPOINTION• NT kapplmuji IN kurrucry • to
Bill Van Hersh Enterprises,
will serve as Campaign Chair-
man of the 1970 Heart Fund
Campaign in Memphis and
Shelby County, it was an-
nounced today by Charles E.
Shivler, Chairman of Board of
the Memphis Heart Associa-
tion, The Campaign will be
conducted throughout Febru-
ary and will have a goal of
;126,700,00.
AW. 4N. 40, # .••• .• • • •• • -No
DEFENDER
STUDENT DEFENSE COUN9L — Los An-
geles attorneys retained by NAACP for de-
fense of 24 students at San Fernando Valley
State College in California consult with
NAACP General Counsel Nathaniel R. Jul.
From left are Loren Miller, Jr., Halvor
Thomas Miller, Jr., Mr. Jones and Morgan
M oten.
Van Hersh Is Leading
Heart Fund Campaign
Bill Van Hersh, president of County to support this vital
fight against Heart Disease by
giving more generously than
ever before to the Heart
Fund."
Here in Memphis and Shelby
County, the Heart Fund drive
will reach its high point the
week of February 22nd, when
8,500 Heart Sunday volunteers
will visit their neighbors to
deliver educational informa-
tion and to receive Heart Fund
contributions.
Mr. Van Hersh, when ac-
cepting the Chairmanship of! The 197) Chairman attended
the Campaign to support Re- Germantown High School, Ma-
search, Edueational and Corn- this Private School, the Uni-
munity Service activities of I versity of Tennessee and Sou-
the Memphis Heart Associa- them University of Law.
tion said: ''Great advances
have been made against Heart
Disease since the Heart As-
sociation was founded in 1948.
The public's attitude of pessi-
mism about Heart Disease
-Ws been reversed. Today we
know that some forms of Heart
Disease can be prevented,
some cured, and almost all
helped with proper treatment
and diagnosis," he pointed out.
Despite this progress, the
Campaign Chairman added,
"Heart Disease continues to be
the Nation's Number 1 Killer,
claiming the lives of over a
million in the U.S. every year."
"Confronted with this fact,"
he went on, "we must expand
our efforts in the fight against
this disease I ask every resi-
dent of Memphis and Shelby
He has been very active in
civic affairs in Memphis and
the State of Tennessee, hav-
ing been Vice-President, Direc-
tor, State Director and Inter-
national Director of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce. He was
In 1952, named that organiza-
tions Outstsnding Jaycee of
Memphis and Outstanding Jay-
cee of the State of Tennessee
and is still an Honorary Life
member of the organization.
Mr. Van Hersh is a mem-
ber of Al Chymia Temple,
Scottish Rite, Park Avenue
Lodge, Chamber of Commerce,
Quarterback Club, Elks, Mem-
phis Athletic Club, National As-
sociation of Realtors, Real
Estate Board of Memphis, Na-
tional Institute of Real Estate
Brokers, Tennessee Club, Rac-
quet Club of Miami, Highland
100 and "21" Club.
He is a director of Boys
Town, a member of the Board
of Commissioners of the Mem-
phis Market and Auditorium
Commission, Director of Bank
of Olive Branch, Mississippi,
and is Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of Beacon Hill
Manor in Hot Springs, Arkan-
sas.
He is married to the former
Dorothy Louise Martin and
they have four children, living
at 4225 Walnut Grove Rd. He
is very active in Eudora Bap-
tist Church as an Ordained
Deacon, a member of the Plan-





Slimnastic classes for weight
watchers and craft classes are
being planned by the Activities
Coordinating Council o f Ls-
Moyne-Owen College.
These classes are open to
non-students as well as stu-
dents of the college.




contact the college by calling
948-6627.
SIENA STUDENTS — Margaret A. Pegues, left, deasildi-
er of Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Pegues of Holly Springs,
and Judy DeFillo of St. Louis, Mo., are seen in -Thorough-
ly Modern Millie," part of Parents' Weekend staged at
Siena College last Saturday.
FLYING TO MEETING—Having her ticket checked 'Iasi be-
fore boarding a plane for Cincinnati. O., 'for the Seventh Dis-
trict Meeting of the International Union of Electrical Work-
ers from seven states is Miss (laree Avant, chairman of
the Human Relations Committee of IEU Local 730. Miss





is making great strides in his
new work, after being trans-
ferred from the West Coast
less than a year ago.
The full-time day nursery pro-
vided by the church, which
, extends a much needed
, ministry to hundreds of families
in the "queen City" area.
TO meet this responsibility,
, the pastor and his wife must
CHARLOTTE. N.C. — The travel several miles, to be pres-
Rev Morgan W. Tann, corn. ent at the nursery, which is- 
adjacent to the new churchpleting his first year as
pastor of Clinton Chapel building, at 7 o'clock in the











You Get This Table Free After You Have Purchased
A Total Of 4 Folding Chairs at $4.99 each. With
$15.00 In Register Tapes. Get Full Details At Lucky
Food". 
The Rev, Mr. Tann also
participates in a corporate "on
the street ministry," with other
pastors in the city, who conduct
an outdoor worship service
a popular street intersection
at refular intervals.
This progressive young pas-
tor also conducts classes in
Church Policy not only for new
members, but also for others
who desire to learn more about
the structure and operation
of the church.
A successful Women's Day
Rally was one of the fore-
most events of the fall, and
Mrs. Willa Mae Rice of Pitts-
burgh, Pa., Courier Church
News Editor, a nd candidate
for the office of General Presi-
dent of the AME Zion Mission-
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CLASS PRESIDENTS AT L-0 - Here are the class presi-
dentslaisd Student Government leader chosen by Students
at Lapyne-Owen College for the 1969-70 academic year.
Left 40-right: Larry Webb, freshman; James A. Watkins,
seniorMeargaret Ann Harmon, sophomore; Edward Davis,
MU-sic Of Black Man
Subject Of 'Inquiry'
The kecond and final week
,f the Period of Inquiry at
.eMoyne-Owen College beginsi
,Ionday morning, Nov. 3, and
'The Black Man and His Mus-
,c" will-be the theme.
Daily programs will be held
at 10:30 a.m., Monday through
Thursday, in the Little Theatre
located in the Student Center.
Gospel music (where it all
started) will be the headline
attraction Monday morning
with Dr. W. Herbert Brewster
at the helm. Dr. Brewster, pas-
tor of East Trigg Avenue
Baptist Church and a well-
known_syriter of gospel songs,
will lecture o n the subject.
Music dramatizing the event
will be' 'rendered by the Fannie
Clark Singers and OzeIle Clay-
born.
The Blues will be given a
thorough airing Tuesday
morning, Nov. 4. with Nat
D. Williams telling it like it
is. Mr. Williams, a well-known[
history teacher. columnist and
radio personality, will be
supported by local musicians
and recordings.
Wednesday morning, Nov. 5!
will be the Day of Jazz. with
John W. Whittaker in charge.,
He will be supported by live
music and records.
The week will be climaxed
with an address by Bud Wil-
liams, a California teacher and
lecturer, who will deny that a
generation gap exists. Mr. Wil-
liams work with high school
dropouts.
The first week of the Period
of Inquiry at the college was
due to end Thursday morn-
ing, Oct. 30, with Robert (Son-
ny) Cook of Detroit discussing
the- subject: "I Demand Re-
spect; Why Label Me a Mili-
tant?" Mr. Cook, a former
gang leader and prisoner, is
now a professional lecturer.
The Period of Inquiry at the
college is sponsored by the
Special Events Committee
Miss Gloria Ann Renfroe, a
junior, is chairman.
Greyhound Participates
At National Safety Meet
CHICAGO - Greyhound i
a major participant at the Na-
tional Safety Council's 57th
National Safety Congress and
Exposition in Chicago October
27-30.
Walter D. Weiss, Director of
Safety ,for Greyhound Lines-
East, is expected to make a
key presentation on driver
safety through better training.
Mr. Weiss is a member of
the National Safety Council's'
CommeTd)al Vehicle Executive
Cornmtttee.
During the week-long Na-
tional ...Safety Congress, more
than IX0110 safety experts will
discus -methods of preventing
M••••
accidential deaths and injuries
while at work, home, play or
on the highway.
The National Safety Con-
gress is a privately supported,
non-government, public service
organization chartered by the
United States Congress for the
purpose of reducing accidents.
Mr. Weiss has been a mem-
ber of the Council since 1965.
Weiss was a Fleet engineer for
the National Safety Council
from 1961 to 1965. He joined
Greyhound last March.
Greyhound Lines - East is
t h e country's largest motor


















4MRS. Id HANCOCK 9 .1465
Ticket pries includes 1 yr. sub -
teription to EBONY or 8 no. to
JET
junior. and Michael Exum. head of the Student Govern-
ment Association. Mr. Watkins also served as president of
his junior class and Miss Harmon is the first coed to win a
class presidential office at the college in several years.
Nancy Wilson To Sing
For Goodwill Revue
Nancy Wilson, perhaps the Nancy Wilson on November
greatest star of all the great:29th at 8 p.m.
ones to appear on WDIA Good; Get your tickets early!
will Shows, has consented to 
do a benefit performance for
Prizes Awarded
At Civic Meet
this year's Goodwill Revue,
November 29th, at the M i d.
South Coliseuni.
Nancy Wilson is a super star
of international fame who ap-
peals to all age groups and is
appearing for the first time in
Memphis. .he will be backed
by a 15 piece Revue orchestra
directed by her own conductor
and arranger.
Miss WiLson agreed to do this
show as a benefit because of
the many charities supported
out of WDIA's Goodwill Fund.
The Novemter 29th show will
also have Pigmeat Markham,
Jr. Walker and the All Stars
and Little Milton on the bill
with Nancy Wilson. WDIA the
wonderful support of a big star
and an even bigger person .
Trips to three different loca-
tions were awarded when the
Klondike Civic Club met re-
cently at its clubhouse at 943
Vollentine.
Lucky holders of tickets were,
given expenses-paid trips to
!St. Louis, New Orleans and!
' Hot Springs, Ark.
The club's next meeting will
be held at the clubhouse on
Wednesday, Nov. 12.
Jesse James is president ofi




Sixteen Le?doyne-Owen Col- Ester, Lauderdale; Regena
kege seniors have begun stu- V. Garrison, Stafford; Linda
dent teaching assignments in J. Hargraves, Kansas; Mary
elementary schools. A mini-M. Holly, LaRose; Doris L.
mum of 182 clock hours in ob-Howard, Stafford; Nancy- 0.
servation, participation and in- McGaha, Stafford; William
dependent student teaching ex-Meggett, Stafford; Brenda W.
perience is required. Odell, 'Ford Road; Brenda A.
Students and schools to which Pry o r, Lauderdale; Wilma
they are assigned: Judith J.Wade, Alcy, and Vivian L.
Arnold. Sherwood; Samuel L Wesson, Lincoln.
Bachelor, Stafford; Shirley J. A larger group of LeMoyne-
Brady, Hyde Park; Hattie Owen seniors will be given stil-
1 Bernard, Lincoln; Robert E.dent teaching assignments next
Carter, Magnolia: Clara J. semester
AME Pastor, Former
College Head, Dies
LOCKLAND, 0. - Funeral
services for the Rev. Frank
Richard Veal, distinguished
AME pastor, and former col-
lege president, were held from
Bethel AME Church, his pre-
sent parish in Lockland on
Saturday, Oct. 18, with the
Presiding Bishop, the Rt. Rev.
W. R. Wilkes delivering the eu-
logy.
The Rev. Mr. Jesse Chiles,
Presiding Elder of the Cincin-
nati District, was the presid-
ing clergyman.
Distinguished pa rtic ipat-
had also distinguished him-
self as President of Paul Quinn
College, Waco Texas, and Al-
len University, Columbia, S. C.
At the age of 56, the Rev.'
Mr. Veal rieti at Bethesda
Hospital, Cincinnati, 0. Oct.
14. He is sum ived by four
sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Hussey
of Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Rose
Franklin, Mrs. Luzella Collier,
and Mrs. Maggie Williams, all
of Milledgville, Ga.
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ORANGEBURG. S. C. - Ed
ward T. Jones, Sr., prominent
mortician, has been appointed
by Gov. Robert E. McNair a-
a member of the Truste-
Board of the First Judicial Cir-
cuit for the State of South Caro-
lina.
The committee will deal with
schools and the higher educa-





ing prelates included Dr. Rem- HC Jerseysbert Stokes, president, Wilber-
force University; Dr. William
Hodge of Cleveland, O.; Dr.
G. M. Davis of Middletown,
0.; Rev. C. N. Flanigan of
Dayton, 0.; Dr. Charles E.
Drummer, Rev. R. H. Reid,
Dr. J. W. Henderson of Cincin-
nati. 0., and the Rev. Lutrelle
Long of New Orleans, La.,
representing the Bishop's Coun-
cil.
The 4/ceased. who had been
a prominent pastor at Brown
Chapel, Cincinnati and at
Emanuel . AME, Charleston,
S. C. before going to Bethel,1
.11 imam us ... No .. gm No
MAHAL IA'S CLEANER
1 s 1 °I) Off I
Cross has played a kind of vi- tee Board of St. Luke United I
I  witha.11asi ON% Ch.illn:loaci.11:::::•••
Since then, however, H o ly , He is president of the Trus-
carious season through t h e Presbyteria
n Church of Orange- 1
which dedicated its season to 
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., and I
Jones is a graduate of We!-
land Academy, a preparatory
WORCESTER, Mass.- (IWO' school in Richmond, Va., and
- When infectious hepatitis . Lincoln University in Pennsyl-
sidelined the entire Holy Cross vania. He studied further at
football team early in the sea- , McAllister School of Mortuary
son, the Crusaders were fore- Science in New York City and
ed to resign themselves to an , graduated CUM laude.
autumn without the game.







the Crusaders and ha,-e now 
owner of Jones Funeral Home. I ,,f1,3."4,11,7,4. ,1 Si.. I
▪ Nov. 2
in Min NW ON JHe is married to the former
Gertrude Toomer of St. George,
year. S. C. They have two children.
requested to wear their jer-




Delmonte eorly garden peas Slimit
PEAS lior 5- $1
 .....•••••••.••••••-••11, 
Argo green 7 limit
LIMA BEANS 16o.7-*
Heinz creornnoodle, tor,o,o noodle Veg o.
SOUP 
Vegetal., on Veg




















344 V. Ave. et 455
I o.. am Nov. 1..d II
▪ 2W.TOT COUPON WAIT TO (US •
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MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STCRES
SOUTH-4/32 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN
EAST -.5014 POPI AR 1AI MENDENHALL)
MIDTCWN 1620 MA111AN




center cut boneless chuck
_ lb 7 7.











Heinz Kosher PICKLES 24
DILLSPEARS 430














cut up per lb. 350
4 Legged per lb. 380
Domino or Godchaux
SUGAR Sib.b ams  it
FRED MONTESI Country Style




4 lb. pkg. or more lb. 55*
TOMATO Contachno
PASTE 6 z. 2-25*
Pillsbury tender Boost
BISCUIT 912 2-31






with coupon and 5.00 additionai purchase •xcludinp
aallu).• goof upcl oop nrnireercshneo•n dni sytelof ni.ressdhoymiNlkos,pro4d,u1cN699
and tobacco also excluded in complianc• with state
l
ANTI / relate purchas• npt included In coupon re-
demptiOn . ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK
•StK4C.:-NtfilOR.COr
Small Fresh Meaty
Short IFIF13 of Boot
choice per lb. 490
SLAB 
for boiling per lb. 25
Slab BACON
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:tall Thursday Honors Smith
Duplicate Bridge Meet
Scheduled For Nov. 7
a
• instead of asking for tricks ,
• treats tnis year, the Path- Elder and Mrs. Joseph Smith 
The Memphis Contract the Memphis Contract Bridge
'Metiers of the Longview Heights were honored by the 
members Bridge Club, the only bridge Milk the G.W.C.A, or by call-
of Tucker Temple Church of unit in Memphis associated. tag 
*Josep.a Isabel, 743-1805, or
Seventh Day Adventist Church Mrs.at 685 E. manor/ ave. will can God in Christ last Sunday, an& with the American Bridge As.
Ada Jackson, 743-3453.
on residents of the Walker it marked the third Appre- sociation. is planning a free —
Homes and Longview Heights ciation Day for the Smiths. educational duplicate bridge
aiieommunities on Thursday night! Elder and Mrs. Smith have
• "
r the benefit of the poor. been members ot the church
: The children will ask tor at 16 N. Seventh st. for more
eanned goods and clothing, and than 10 years. Their only
will not be asking for money, child, Miss Joyce Smith, is di- effort witn the U.W.C.A. to in-
according to their leader, Mrs. rector of both the junior and troduce to the many bridge
Noble Poweil. senior choirs. players of Memphis the game
The drive will start after Mrs. Smith is employed by of duplicate bridge.
• '1 the City Board of Education.
tournament, Friday, November










You Don't Pay More..







1825 UNION • 275-1143
N. 
This will be the second joint
Official rules of the game
will be c.,plained before the
tournament begins, and no
member or associated mem-
ber of the organization will be
allowed to participate. First
and second place trophies will
be awarded to both the North-
South and East•West winners.
All non-duplicate bridge play-
ers are cordially invited to
participate There is no ad-
mission fee and refreshments









glass backboards in its bas-
ketball gymnasium at a cost of
82,500.
Athletic Director Jerry C.
Johnson said the new back-
boards will make it possible for
players to work beneath the
baskets without fear of injury.
Johnson also said improved
be lighting facilities will be realt,
of for the first game.
GEORGE PIERCE WINS $322.79
ON WMC RADIO FORTUNE FONE
WMC Radio 79 announcer Jack Porter presents George Pierce, 958 Clack Place,
with his FORTUNE FONE check for $322.79. It pays to listen to WMC Radio 79!
Merle
radio
STUDENTS FACE CHARGES — These 24 students, charged
with 1,730 felonies, at Sae Fernando State College in Cali-
fornia, are on trial in the Superior Court in Los Angeles for
arts allegedly committed during campus disturbances last
November. On front row, from left, are Lidwina Apo, a
Hawaiian; Arnold Boyd, George Brady, Benjamin Caraveo,
a Mexican-American; Archie Chatman and Jethro Collins.




Open house was observed
last Sunday afternoon at the
McLean House at 1075 S. Mc-
JLean, and it provided an op-
portunity for the public to viewi
the facilities and to meet the 1
child care and case work staff
who cage for five Negro boys.
The home is operated by the
Children's Bureau and invita-
tions extended by Mrs. Robert
Davidson, president of the
Bureau's Advisory Commit-
tee.
Children's Bureau, a parti-
cipating agency of Shelby
United Neighbors, provides
care and treatment for emo-
tionally disturbed children un-
der 12 years of age in foster
homes, group homes, and ;No
homes of their own.
In recognition of the help
that children receive at Mc-
Lean House, "Pathway to
Hope" was selected for the
Open House theme.
Dancer, Deardis Davis, Robert Dyer, Larry Hardison and
Arrinta Holloway. on third row, from left, are Lakrida
Jamison, Howard Johnson, Arthur Judge Jones, Jr.„Jbelten
Jones, Marian Kindle and Robert Lewis. On batrow,
from left, are Linda Nichols, Merits E. Pette. Yvonne-Rob-
Pison, Leaman Scott, Michael Wrice and Ahron E. All
are defended by NAACP lawyers.
FRESHMAN TIGERBELLE TRIO
ting their initial introduction to Tennessee
State University's women's track uniform
from Eleanor Montgomery, right, a senior
and holder of the American jump record,




A 25 bed unit for the treat-
ment and rehabilitation of in-
dividuals with spinal cord in-
juries has been established at






















MID SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER
361 UNION 521-4411
2989 SUMMER 323-5594
the Lamar Unit of Bap t i St
Memorial Hospital. This is the
only such unit in this area of
the country.
There has been a ling stand-
ing need for a facility of this
type which offers a complete
and. coordinated rehabilitation
program for an individual suf-
fering a paralyzing injury to
the spinal cord. The program is
aimed toward enabling the in-
dividual with a spinal cord in-
jury to lead an independent
and productive life.
Dr. Robert Tooms, medical
director of the unit, has receiv-
ed special training in re-
habilitation at Rancho L o s
Amigos Hospital in Downey,
California.
Supportive services for the
unit include physical therapy,
occupational therapy, medical
social service, and the services




Staten Island, N.Y.; Patricia Hunter, mid-
dle distance, and Linda Hindsman, sprinter,
both of Atlanta. Not shown is another fresh-
man, Diane Waters, a high jumper from
Fredericksburg, Md. Their coach is Ed
Temple. (Foto by Clanton, III)
Parents Receive Medal
For James Blanton, Jr._
The Bronze Star Medal for
heroism in Vietnam was award-
ed posthumously to PFC James
L. Blanton. Jr., at Defense De-
pot Memphis on last Frid a y
October 24.
Accepting the award were
PFC Blanton's parents, Mr.
,and Mrs. James L. Blanton,
Sr., 2220 Chelsea Ave.
PFC Blanton was killed in
action on May 13, 1969 while
serving as a medic with Head-
quarters Company, 2nd Battal-
ion, 35th Infantry, 4th Infantry,
Division.
On that date PFC Blanton
and another man from his unit
were guarding a bridge near
Landing Zone Joyce. When his
comrade went to check on
suspected enemy movement in
the stream, he was killed by
an enemy sniper.
"Without regard for his per-
sonal safety," according to the
citation accompanying t h e
medal, "PFC Blanton attempt-
ed to aid his comrade but he,
too, was fatally Vounded by
the enemy fire.
In private ccrefnoay at the
depot, Mr. and Mrs., Blanton
also accepted the Army
Commendation Medal, for their
son which is being awarded for
"his outstanding professional
competence and devotion to
duty."
Defense Depot Memphis en
Airways is a major" field ac-
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Greyhound Is - Moving
To Railroad Terminal
4ft iv • Eit .1, Alb ••• .411
Post Houses, Greyhound's
M▪ ir food subsidiary, will operate a
quick s ervice restaurant and
cocktail lounge. There will also
be a snack bar, gift shop and
newsstand.
Greyhound sees the new
terminal playing a major role
NE2▪ RLEANS, La. — As
part nationwide terminal
improvatent program, Grey-
hound 311.1 move its New Or-
leans bus operations to a new
terminar Oct. 31 — a railroad
terminit
The -unusual shift results
from a agreement reached
earlier 21s year between Grey-
hound sad the City of New Or-
leans alla now nearing comple-
tion.
"The2act represents a great
step fogoard for the concept of
interm.1 transporation," ac-
cording— o James L. Kerrigan,
Greyhoisid Lines- East Presi-
dent. "
"Thiinay be one of the first
terminal in the nation to house
two dill/rent forms of transpor-
tation ender one roof for the
convent...lace of travelers."
"It's Mut of a national drive
by Gre7hotmd to make it eas-
ier for—travelers to use Grey-
hound rvices. We have simi-
lar tits: with other transit
modes n Chicago, Cleveland
and Briton," he continued.
According to Kerrigan, more
than 00,000 of major improve-- , 
ments are being made to
adapt the terminal to Grey-
hound operations.
Six railroad tracks are being
closed to accommodate n ew
bus loading bays. Rail opera-
tions have declined sharply at
the terminal since its 1954 open-
ing.
The terminal will also house
new Greyhound ticket and bag-
gage counters, travel bureau,
and customer service center.
in its Southern operation "We
expect more than 180 arrivals
and departures at the transpor-
tation center, making it one of
the South's busiest," Kerrigan
stressed.
Greyhounces present terminal
will be closed although it is
only seven years old. G r e y-
hound cited "amazingly" rapid
growth in the New Orleans
travel market for the quick
shift to the bigger Union Pas-
senger Terminal.
WARREN'S ORIGINAL HAIR STYLES
Completely modern and Air-Condition
Barber and Beauty Shop
Hi-Fashion Hair Styles
A complete hair, facial and manicure service
FREE PARKING
Open 6 days a week
887 Thomas Street 527-3478









2 Lines  2 weeks
Only $1  00
Call now
Jackson 6-8397
1 Cash-in on anything you





































8UDWEiSE1R6 • toNn or cram* • ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. EOM
iiEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA . HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE
4,100Mmee
•
PICTURE TUBES GUARANTEED 1 YEAR
3O-JAY SPECIAL.• ..
ON COLOR TV ,s BLACK & WHITE - STEREOS
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i:-.--SERVICE    $23° : i Written Guarantee i
---CHARGE 
I
CcsiceSkreos ---$2.-93$5.°13 i i 90 days on all work I•• •





11HY BUY OR RENT) WE CAN REPAIR YOUR SET NO SET UNREPARABLE
RADIO & TV SERVICE 774-2146
= 1446H umber Street Memphis,Tenn. 38106




TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
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Would Blacken White Man tem that is confronting unions
DEFENDER 13
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — The
solution of racial problems in
America lies "in the blacken-
ing of the white man,' aceord-
ing to Rev. J. Archie Hat.'
graves, veteran ghetto worker
and teacher who spoke at Cen-
tral State University's lecture
concert series recently
"Black people have been
'whitened' in thoought for
centuries—we have been think-;
land construction workers with
'ing the white man's way," Dr1 
demands for more jobs 
fotblacks.
Hargraves said. _ _
"Now the white man must
•be lackesed—be changed to
think in terms of the black
man's problem."
Dr. Hargraves has worked
in the ghettoes of East Harlem
and on the South and West
Side of Chicago.
He is one of the founders




Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeW= at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.




If You Hays Any Trouble Whit so ever







If you have been studying business administration,
economics, political science, law public admini -
stration, international relation, finance, banking.
accounting or allied fields 
YOU may be qualified for an individually tailored,
accelerated training program leading to positions
of increasing responsibility in Washington, D. C.





ACCEPTED NOW FOR INTERN
CLASSES TO BEGIN IN JULY 1970.
U.S. Citizenship is a requirement.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR APPLICATIONS
FOR THE A.I.D. INTERN PROGRAM FILL IN THIS
COUPON AND MAIL IT NOW TO:
Robert Wrin
Professional Talent Search
Agency for International Development
Washington, 0. C. 20523
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
PHONE( Area code) (Number ) 
U. S. Government Is an Equal Opportunity Employer
...111131USAGZ SALE—
Lou at banal= - Saturday HI p.a.
Int Mouth 11•11•vue.
INDIAN HILLS
47,1 MADRLOW LvGEEiINBDASMOM. 
EAT-illWITH 
rN 1.04







JUNE POMMER — 884-123$
ARCO. INC. NUM
HISTOLOGY TECHNICIAN
We have an inunedlat• opening for a
Histology Technician who lye a NALL
issurn of 3 years experience. We otter
a quelifying individual 3 utak, vacs-
tton lick leave paid, hoePttol Pialt
insurance. free Parkin, ••• • ••••P•ii-
titre salary oornmensurate with train.
In1ond eoptrierice. Contact Personnel
Director:
Bt. Jude Children Ttasearch Hospital
332 North Lauderdale
Memphis. Tenn, 38101 


















E-Z Swag* & Van Co.






Call us before you are
C rn bif r a ssed









PALL MALL GOLD 100's
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_BEEF SALE
OPEN SUNDAY 1.10 6










UP TO 18 MONTHS TO PAY
GUARANTEE
LB.
All T.M heezer Meats useIuIlj 9ucsrunteed ti-n-
u.,unit', Atli( Sou% vvi .tinc! your order will
he cheeitirlly replaced.
ALL CARCASS BEEF SUBJECT TO CUTTING LOSS

















10 A.M. TO 9 P.M.





MONDAOYPTEHNRu s„ FRESH SEAFOODS NEXT nu To
ID A M Tll 9 P.M 
AO GROCERYSUNDAY 4790 SUMMER Ph 682-761300 ill bUD


























S 0 A ( liOIC E
BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP ROAST











TRY OUR GUARANTEED TENDER
79
BOX STEAKS





SPANISH MACKEREL ccclh %MO
BUFFALO HO El, 55c
21 BREADED SHRIMP IN 69c
RIB EYES STEAKS 5 '5"
CHOPPED SIRLOIN 5 '3"




FiLET MIGNON 5 S995
421'













Ladies, Waltham Dress Watches or
Philco Automatic Clock Radio with











- I. • • 166A
Ileartifel Heed Tufted Mug Size lied Available
a Velvet Colers-See it Today At Donald's
STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
BY CURTIS MATHES
From the manufacturer of
the world's finest Color
Televiqion comes the Curtis Mathew line of
Stereo High Fidelity. A combination of.
quality and features seldom equaled ' 
st prices no one can match.
NEW !! We invite you to see our new lines
of custom Contemporary Mediterranean Sofas,
Sectionals & Chairs.
SO EXCITING THIS MASTERFUL LOUIS XIY
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE. STRAIGHT •
FROM ITALY . MANY ELABORATE PEKES
TO SELECT FROM.
FOR DISTINCTIVE SWUNG, AND EXOIRSITE QWWTY • • •
SHOP DONALDSI WYE YOUR HOW THAT Nleaseew
tc•Kie—AT IOW, LOW MOM •
$84995 *
THE GREGORY, Model 67M264,
Genuine oak veneer and
oak solids.
Dimensions: 63" L, 283/4" H
• 295 Sq. In. Color Picture Tube
• AM-FM, FM Stereo High
Fidelity Radio
• Six Custom High Fidelity
Speakers
• FM Automatic Frequency
Control •
• Four Speed Record Changer
AAS;FRENCH PROVINCIAL
DINING ROOM SUITE








EL CAMINO, Model 52M742,
Genuine oak veneer and oak
solids.
Dimensions: 32" L, 29" It





Mrs. a Nomi Neal
,Accebtirneete erlralvers In doe Mid-South Area.
iseete fel Mentes fenttetteil sI ever the Mid-South.
f CR
405 NO. CLEVELAND STREET
OPEN MONDAY AND THURSDAY NIGHTS 'III 9 P.M.
Plenty FREE Storeside Parking
(Just South of Sears)
Crosstown
THE GIIIR A LTER;
oak solids.
54M374, Genuine oak veneer and 649  $ 95*Dimensions: Se L, 281A" H
• 295 Sq. In. Color Picture Tube
• Automatic Fine Tolling (AFT)
3-cushion safe with chap *Med &ea.




NOW!!! We Invite You III To More
Excitement
* MANUFACTURER'S SUGGESTED RETAI L PRICE
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